
FRENCH KS3 Curriculum Map

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2
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TOPIC

3 lessons
per

fortnight

C’est perso

Presentations, likes and dislikes
School equipment and survival kit
Describing your personality
Talking about other people
Describing someone’s likes and
dislikes

Mon collège

School subjects and describing the
school day and timetable
Telling the time using the 12 hour
clock
Giving opinions and reasons,
agreeing and disagreeing
School in France and comparing
school days and dinners

Les passe-temps

Technologies, computers and
mobiles
Talking about sports
Activities and the weather
Giving opinions and reasons
Describing what other people do
or have done

Ma zone

Talking about your town or village
Giving directions
Saying where you go at the
weekend in your town
Asking someone to go out
Saying what you can and can’t do in
your town

3…2…1…Partez!

Talking about holidays
Talking about morning routine and
getting ready to go out
Buying snacks and drinks
Talking about holiday plans
Saying what you would like to
do/your dreams

Découvertes et projets

Talking about animals and
researching current issues
Exploring genres and focusing on
poetry
Writing a poem
Describing a painting

Homework

- Vocabulary learning
- ICT tasks
- Reading tasks
-Vocabulary tasks
-Translations
-Preparation work

- Vocabulary learning
- ICT tasks
- Reading tasks
-Vocabulary tasks
-Translations
-Preparation work

- Vocabulary learning
- ICT tasks
- Reading tasks
-Vocabulary tasks
-Translations
-Preparation work

- Vocabulary learning
- ICT tasks
- Reading tasks
-Vocabulary tasks
-Translations
-Preparation work

- Vocabulary learning
- ICT tasks
- Reading tasks
-Vocabulary tasks
-Translations
-Preparation work

- Vocabulary learning
- ICT tasks
- Reading tasks
-Vocabulary tasks
-Translations
-Preparation work

Assessments

- Formative assessment:
Mid-Autumn 1 - Reading task

- Summative assessment:
Last week of Autumn 1 - End of
‘C’est perso’ module assessment
in the 4 MFL skills

- Formative assessment:
Mid-Autumn 2 - Writing task

- Summative assessment:
Last week of Autumn 2 - End of
‘Mon collège’ module assessment
in the 4 MFL skills

- Formative assessment:
Mid-Spring 1 - Speaking task

- Summative assessment:
Last week of Spring 1 - End of
‘Les passe-temps’ module
assessment in the 4 MFL skills

- Formative assessment:
Mid-Spring 2 - Listening task

- Summative assessment:
Last week of Spring 2  -End of  ‘Ma
zone’ module assessment in the 4
MFL skills

- Formative assessment:
Mid-Summer 1 - Translation task

- Summative assessment:
Last week of Spring 1 - End of
‘3…2…1…Partez!’ module
assessment in the 4 MFL skills

- Formative assessment:
Mid-Summer 2 - Writing task

- Summative assessment:
End of Year exam in the 4 MFL
skills

Key
Objectives 1-2-3-5-6-7-11-12 1-2-3-5-6-7-8-12 1-2-3-5-6-7-8-12 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-12 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-10-12 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-12

Golden Threads



Literacy Reading strategies

-to make sense of words, using
keywords and recognising
cognates
-strategies to read and understand
the main points of a text

Comprehension and using
evidence

-use a range of reading strategies
to gather information
-infer meaning from context and
essential words

Collate and summarise
relevant information

-to start summarising key
information in translation or
summaries

Recognise and evaluate
viewpoints

-compare views through the
understanding of various opinions
on the same topic

Argue or persuade
convincingly

-argue your case by giving opinions
and justifying them, using
appropriate vocabulary

Organisation of ideas and
information

-use paragraphs including
connectives to extend your
writing
-prepare and deliver a
presentation including main points
on one of the topics

Numeracy Identify mathematical
processes in a range of

contexts

- strategies for mental or
calculations to solve problems
(sums with numbers)

Representing and
communicating numerical

information

-interpret information in graphs,
diagrams and charts, explaining
what the information means

Using percentages and ratio

-compare the 12 hour clock with
the 24 hour clock
-use ratio and proportion as well
as time

Estimating and checking
money

-estimate answers to calculations
by rounding (prices in Euros/
Pounds)
-calculate percentages with and
without a calculator for sporting
activities

Shapes, scales

-use directions and distances
-shapes for various buildings

Data and applying statistics

-interpret diagrams and graphs
-record temperatures
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TOPIC

3 lessons
per

fortnight

T’es branché?

Exploring TV programmes
Films and cinema
Talking about likes and dislikes
Books and reading
Talking about the internet
Activities according to the
weather
Activities in the past

Paris, je t’adore

Saying what you can and like to do
in Paris
Asking and understanding tourist
information
Destination, transport and
describing a journey
What you did, when, and what it
was like

Mon identité

Describing personality and talking
about relationships
Exploring music likes and dislikes
Agreeing or disagreeing with
someone, giving reasons
Clothes and fashion
Activities and various passions,
present or past

Chez moi, chez toi

Describing where you live
Talking about where you would like
to live
Describing your home
Food and meals
Buying food
Talking about an event

Quel talent!

Talking about talent and ambitions
Using language to encourage or
persuade and giving commands
Saying what you can and must do
The best, the most, the least
Describing people’s personalities
using a wider variety of adjectives
Future plans

Le monde et les pays
francophones

World geography
French speaking countries
Science and gardens
Historical events
The French revolution
Dates and centuries

Homework

- Vocabulary learning
- ICT tasks
- Reading tasks
-Vocabulary tasks
-Translations
-Preparation work

- Vocabulary learning
- ICT tasks
- Reading tasks
-Vocabulary tasks
-Translations
-Preparation work

- Vocabulary learning
- ICT tasks
- Reading tasks
-Vocabulary tasks
-Translations
-Preparation work

- Vocabulary learning
- ICT tasks
- Reading tasks
-Vocabulary tasks
-Translations
-Preparation work

- Vocabulary learning
- ICT tasks
- Reading tasks
-Vocabulary tasks
-Translations
-Preparation work

- Vocabulary learning
- ICT tasks
- Reading tasks
-Vocabulary tasks
-Translations
-Preparation work



Assessments

- Formative assessment:
Mid-Autumn 1 - Listening task

- Summative assessment:
Last week of Autumn 1 - End of
‘T’es branché?’ module assessment
in the 4 MFL skills

- Formative assessment:
Mid-Autumn 2 - Writing task

- Summative assessment:
Last week of Autumn 2 - End of
‘Paris, je t’adore’ module
assessment in the 4 MFL skills

- Formative assessment:
Mid-Spring 1 - Reading task

- Summative assessment:
Last week of Spring 1 - End of
‘Mon identité’ module assessment
in the 4 MFL skills

- Formative assessment:
Mid-Spring 2 - Speaking task

- Summative assessment:
Last week of Spring 2  -End of
‘Chez moi, chez toi’ module
assessment in the 4 MFL skills

- Formative assessment:
Mid-Summer 1 - Writing task

- Summative assessment:
Last week of Spring 1 - End of
‘Quel talent!’ module assessment
in the 4 MFL skills

- Formative assessment:
Mid-Summer 2 - Translation task

- Summative assessment:
Last week of Summer 2 - End of
‘Le monde et les pays
francophones’ module assessment
in the 4 MFL skills

Key
Objectives

1-2-3-5-6-7-8-9-12 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-12 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-12 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-11-12 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-10-11-12 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12

Golden Threads

Literacy Reading strategies

-reading texts which are new and
understanding information
-strategies to include speed
reading, annotation, skim and
scanning for detailed information

Comprehension and using
evidence

- make connections between
texts, themes and facts
- selecting main points and use
additional information from
different sources about Paris to
consolidate comprehension

Collate and summarise
relevant information

- distinguish between fact and
opinion using evidence to show
the difference
-identify different views of a topic
and areas of agreement or
contradiction

Recognise and evaluate
viewpoints

-  summarise and synthesise
information
-compare views of the same topic
and consider which is most valid

Argue or persuade
convincingly

-  use technical terms (such as
superlatives), language and
expression consistent with the
subject topic to argue or present
your point convincingly

Organisation of ideas and
information

-  use paragraphs to organise
longer pieces of writing into
sections

-use whole text structure to
support and communicate
meaning

Numeracy Identify mathematical
processes in a range of

contexts

- draw conclusions from data
including whether it is misleading

or reliable

Representing and
communicating numerical
information in appropriate

formats
-use the appropriate notation,

symbols and units of measurement
for transport

Using number skills

-calculate the percentages of
various musical likes and dislikes

within the classroom or the family

Using number skills

-establish and compare quantities
for food

-calculation of bills for meals

Measuring and recording

-measuring and calculating the
frequency of various traits of
character in the classroom

Collecting and interpreting
data

-collect own data for a survey
through designing a questionnaire
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TOPIC

3 lessons
per

fortnight

Ma vie sociale d’ado

Describing yourself
Talking about Facebook
Giving your opinion about
someone
Inviting someone out and
arranging to go out
Describing a date
Describing a music event

Bien dans sa peau

Learning the parts of the body
Talking about sport
Learning about healthy eating
The importance of healthy eating
Making plans to get fit
Describing levels of fitness
French sportsmen and women

A l’horizon

Discussing your future
Describing jobs
What people do and how often
Learning languages
Giving opinions
Talking about ambitions

Spécial vacances

Discussing holidays
Imagine adventure holidays
Talking about what you take with
you on holiday
Describing holiday disasters
Visiting a tourist attraction

Moi dans le monde

Discussing what you are allowed
to do
Explaining what’s important to you
Talking about things you buy
Describing what makes you happy

Et en tout?

Finding out about music festivals
around the world
Talking about teenage health issues
Investigating unusual jobs
Debating the idea of ‘open school’
during the holidays
Learning about human rights
issues

Homework

- Vocabulary learning
- ICT tasks
- Reading tasks
-Vocabulary tasks
-Translations
-Preparation work

- Vocabulary learning
- ICT tasks
- Reading tasks
-Vocabulary tasks
-Translations
-Preparation work

- Vocabulary learning
- ICT tasks
- Reading tasks
-Vocabulary tasks
-Translations
-Preparation work

- Vocabulary learning
- ICT tasks
- Reading tasks
-Vocabulary tasks
-Translations
-Preparation work

- Vocabulary learning
- ICT tasks
- Reading tasks
-Vocabulary tasks
-Translations
-Preparation work

- Vocabulary learning
- ICT tasks
- Reading tasks
-Vocabulary tasks
-Translations
-Preparation work

Assessments
- Formative assessment:
Mid-Autumn 1 - Speaking task

- Summative assessment:
Last week of Autumn 1 - End of
‘Ma vie sociale d’ado’ module
assessment in the 4 MFL skills

- Formative assessment:
Mid-Autumn 2 - Writing task

- Summative assessment:
Last week of Autumn 2 - End of
‘Bien dans sa peau’ module
assessment in the 4 MFL skills

- Formative assessment:
Mid-Spring 1 - Listening task

- Summative assessment:
Last week of Spring 1 - End of  ‘A
l’horizon’ module assessment in
the 4 MFL skills

- Formative assessment:
Mid-Spring 2 - Writing task

- Summative assessment:
Last week of Spring 2  -End of
‘Spécial vacances’ module
assessment in the 4 MFL skills

- Formative assessment:
Mid-Summer 1 – Translation task

- Summative assessment:
Last week of Spring 1 - End of
‘Moi dans le monde’ module
assessment in the 4 MFL skills

- Formative assessment:
Mid-Summer 2 - Reading task

- Summative assessment:
Last week of Summer 2 - End of
‘Et en tout?’ module assessment in
the 4 MFL skills

Key
Objectives

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-12 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-12 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12

Golden Threads

Literacy Reading strategies

Use a range of reading strategies,
including speed reading,

annotation, skim and scanning for
detailed information

Comprehension and using
evidence

Select main points and research
additional information from a
range of different sources to

Collate and summarise
relevant information

Identify different views on the
topic of jobs and areas of

agreement or contradiction

Recognise and evaluate
viewpoints

Compare views on various aspects
of holidays and consider which are

the most valid

Argue or persuade
convincingly

Use a wide range of technical
terms, language and expression

appropriate for the subject
discussed

Organisation of ideas and
information

Use paragraphs to give coherence
to longer pieces of writing into
sections, making links between

paragraphs



extend understanding on the
topics

Numeracy Identify mathematical
processes in a range of

contexts

Identify, measure or obtain
required information to establish

timing

Representing and
communicating numerical
information in appropriate

formats

Identify patterns and predict
future trends

Fractions, decimals,
percentages and ratio

Compare quantities, regarding
learning of languages and present,

using percentages

Estimating and checking
managing money

Evaluating the cost of a chosen
holiday

Budgeting a holiday abroad

Shapes, scales and metric
conversions

Convert money when presenting
costs

Collecting data, interpreting
data and applying simple

statistics

Collect own data for a survey and
decide on the best way to record

findings


